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A. Signal injection for S1
resolution of remaining questions

   We agreed that a sparse sampling of the space of signals is all that is possible, given the need to
keep the duration of the injection set small enough. Alan Weinstein will circulate a first-draft list of
how to spend ~720 injected signals over two hours, e.g., 10 angles, 10 strengths, 7 waveforms.
After comment from the Burst Group, Alan, Peter Shawhan and Isabel Leonor will generate the
files that do the injection.

B. Status of simulation effort

   Alan Weinstein reporting: Tfclusters works, slope works almost (except for a few jobs on which
it bombs), power still has mysteries.
   (Ed Daw says that he and Igor Yakushin will get to work on the question of why slope bombs on
those occasional jobs. Erik reported on some thoughts about how to make power work better;
Patrick Brady’s help would still be valuable.)
   Alan says his other major headache is how to simplify the bookkeeping demands that come with
failed LDAS jobs. LDAS has about a 5% failure rate, even with perfect DSOs. So far he has had to
deal with the issue by hand, but plans to improve to a more automated system.
   Within the next week, Alan expects to submit a large number of jobs, to permit the final pipeline
tuning on the playground data.

C. Review status of "Near-term priorities" from end of MIT meeting:

"1. Extract first upper limit, a single calibrated number based on the non-
optimized work done so far.

   Other than the rough calibration of the distances to which a few waveforms could be clearly seen
(which was done during the MIT meeting), no further progress yet on setting an upper limit.

2. Work through all of the proposed veto channels using the standard set of
figures, and determine which veto or combination of vetoes looks most promising
for H2 and for L1.

   The MIT group has carried out an exhaustive (exhausting?) study of various vetoes. Erik
Katsavounidis is in the process of documenting the work. He notes that because the space of
parameter choices is so large, one can never do a complete job, nor is the notion of “optimum” very
well defined. We are looking for heuristics to guide the work.
   Nevertheless, the group has constructed epsilon-alpha plots for a variety of plausible veto
channels and their combinations. This forms the basis for rational preferences, which can be
checked through their effect on gravity wave search efficiency.

3. Carry out DSO runs on playground data, both to tune DSOs and to supply
candidate event lists against which veto performance is to be compared.

   See Alan’s report, item B., above.



4. Incorporate vetoes into triggered search, and carry out calibration.

   Rauha Rahkola and Szabi Marka will work on this during Szabi’s visit to LHO for E8.

5. Push forward on database enhancements, including EventTool writing capability
and new table design.

   Discussions between Erik Katsavounidis and Peter Shawhan made clear that there exist database
tables that are suitable for recording the results of analyses, and other segment-based information.
Erik will lead the effort to map our information into the database table headings.

   Daniel Sigg reports that EventTool is almost ready for writing to the database. Erik points out
that, at least for now, most EventTool output is provisional, and so should only go to temporary
files. Database recording of results should be reserved for final results.

6. Start writing technical report on our analysis."

   Erik Katsavounidis has started an extensive documentation of the veto design work. We will need
to similarly document other aspects of our work, but no outline has yet been produced, nor writing
assignments made.

D. Other short-term questions left over from MIT meeting:

Do we know meaning of all important fields in DSO outputs?

   Ed Daw has answered the questions about the meaning of slope’s outputs, and communicated that
information to Alan Weinstein. Slope still needs to meaningfully fill the SNR field in the database.
Documentation will be updated soon.

Which signals to use for calibration of results?

   This is a big issue, that needs future discussion. We will look at the signals Alan Weinstein
suggests for S1 signal injection.

E. Issue from previous telecon:
Study of espilon vs. alpha plots to check whether different vetoes find

different class of events

   Erik Katsavounidis discussed plots summarizing the various veto channels and their combination.
He showed a class of combinations that looked no better than an adjusted threshold choice on an
individual channel. John Zweizig proposed a scheme for exploring combinations based on lower
thresholds on the individual channels, which Erik will explore.

Note on non-agenda item: Barry Barish urges us to ensure that the approach of S1 does not distract
us from doing as complete a job as we can on E7 data analysis. He will propose some sort of close-
out of E7 analysis at which the various Upper Limit Groups will present results.


